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Abstract—The laws of Newtonian mechanics allow ab-initio
molecular dynamics to model and simulate particle trajectories in
material science by defining a differentiable potential function. This
paper discusses some considerations for the coding of ab-initio
programs for simulation on a standalone computer and illustrates
the approach by C language codes in the context of embedded
metallic atoms in the face-centred cubic structure. The algorithms use
velocity-time integration to determine particle parameter evolution
for up to several thousands of particles in a thermodynamical
ensemble. Such functions are reusable and can be placed in a
redistributable header library file. While there are both commercial
and free packages available, their heuristic nature prevents dissection.
In addition, developing own codes has the obvious advantage of
teaching techniques applicable to new problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE last decades have seen rapid growth of

atomistic/molecular simulation (AMS) as a powerful

tool in material science. The method can postulate material

properties that are difficult or costly to study experimentally

[1]-[5]. In AMS, macroscopic material properties are

aggregations of atomic interactions and dynamics. A wide

span of properties, such as structural changes due to

temperature and applied forces, are better understood through

parametric variations effected in the method. Examples

include energetics of cluster formation [6]-[8], diffusion

[9], [10], crack formation and propagation [11], the impact

of vacancy or adatom defects, the load-bearing capacity,

and so on. There are two approaches to MD [12]-[14]:

Classical MD and ab-initio MD [15]. In ab-initio MD, the

starting point is an incremental and iterative numerical basis

arising from a concisely bounded mathematical model i.e.

the forces can be deduced by differentiation of a potential

energy function. The temporal and spatial evolution of each

particle of the ensemble then permits the determination of

the trajectories. While in principle simple, the analytical

complexity increases with the number of system particles,

the efficacy of the mathematical model and the required level

of computational accuracy. Complexity bears directly on

overall computational time and storage. Much effort is being

expended to discover better potential energy functions and

more efficient computational algorithms for them. Ongoing

developments in internet and computer technology make
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it ever easier to simulate these systems. The current trend

is to discover new efficient, high-speed interconnects of

several multiple-core central or graphical processing units

into super-computing clusters that collaborate to solve a

complex problem [5]. This approach defines a clear futuristic

research niche that is relevant to all areas of research. The

single, standalone machine, however, is still an essential part

in most institutional supercomputer set ups. Its participation

is therefore vital in the computational scheme since, as the

starting point, algorithms are presumed to run on each node in

some form or other. More complex systems are then expected

to integrate several such nodes through generalization and

scaling. Modern computer architectures are by their nature

scalable i.e. programs can readily be extended to bigger

systems with minimal modification. Thus, larger particle

ensembles can exploit distributed processing to realize

computational time and storage cost savings. There is also

the ease of porting codes to run on more heterogeneous

nodes that suit specific users. Typical ensembles are defined

in terms of the total number of individual particles in the

system in addition to macroscopic material properties such

as pressure, volume and temperature. Perturbations then

ultimately give an idea of the system dynamics i.e. the

trajectories of individual particles, their interactions through

collisions, repulsions, attractions, adhesion, steady state and

equilibrium distances, angles and similar geometric quantities

can be computed and over time. Deductions of connected

macroscopic parameters such as kinetic and potential energy,

diffusion and other transport coefficients, structure factors,

spectral density functions, distribution functions, then follow.

Numerical integration algorithms rely on the computation

of the system differential equations at well-defined, linearly

incremented instants of time t. There are a variety of

integration schemes, each depending on the specific variables

of interest and what is known or needs to be known at

each time step δt. This paper implements all integrations

using the Störmer-Verlet (SV) technique for pairwise particle

interactions. At each iteration, the computational end point

per particle is said to be determined when the force Fi

acting on the i-th particle is calculated. It is understood that

all pre-models are based on approximations. Therefore, the

outputs are accepted to be accurate to a specified degree for a

set number of iterations. These trade-offs are usually made to

reduce execution speed. Although the potential of modeling

and simulation for research is clear, it remains largely in

the domain of organizations that have large computational

facilities with direct vested interests in materials modeling.

This does not imply that a standalone computer typically
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found today is not up to many of the tasks. The algorithms

can be ported to run on distributed clusters by implementing

freely available message passing interfaces (MPI).

II. MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE

While computational materials science has grown

substantially, the bulk of research output still remains largely

experimental, inevitably leaving the avenue of computation

largely unexplored. There are a number of likely reasons for

this. One could be a misconception of computation as solely

the domain of computer science. Another could be that the

real, general shortage of programming skills required to code

the underlying functions places a high starting inertia on most

researchers. Interestingly, most established undergraduate

physical and applied science curricula have some aspects of

computer programming. It is likely that many researchers

today have either some programming exposure or access to a

computer science department, thus permitting collaboration.

The aim of this article is therefore twofold. Firstly, it presents

a toolkit of functions and examples that were developed

and tested over a period of several months to solve AMS

equations of face-centred cubic (fcc) crystalline structures

using embedded atom methods (EAM) on a standalone

computer. The algorithms are coded using Microsoft Visual

C/C++ language and are easily ported to GNU compilers

such as gcc. The software has been used by the authors to

calculate for instance fcc metal bulk and surface energetics.

The potential to use the codes for scientific visualization and

discovery therefore exists. Secondly, it provides repeatable

information to peers who have some basic knowledge of

C-programming and an interest in materials modeling and

simulation. The aim is to facilitate their progression through

first simulations without the detractions of deep coding. The

nature of materials science today is such that the work will be

ongoing as newer functions are implemented and the package

updated. The article also outlines the mathematical basis of

the algorithms for parallel reading. Finally, an example of the

usage of the package is given.

III. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The illustration package implements a three-dimensional

(3D) Sutton-Chen (SC) form of the Finnis-Sinclair (FS) EAM

potential [16]-[19] in the canonical ensemble. EAM methods

are less accurate than first-order principles that consider

all particle interactions individually but are computationally

cheaper and can handle larger time scales and more particles

[20]. For a monoatomic N-particle ensemble, the energy EAM

Hamiltonian is expressed as [18], [20], [21].

Etot =
1

2

N∑
ij

V (rij) +

N∑
i

F (ρ̄i), (1)

where V =V (rij) is the pairwise interaction potential energy

between particles i and j separated as distance rij , and

F=F (ρ̄i) is the embedding energy of atom i as a function

of the host electron density. According to SC, the FS total

potential energy for fcc metals is written in the translation

and rotation invariant form [11], [16], [22], [23].

V = ε

N∑
i=1

(
N∑

j=i+1

( σ

rij

)n
− c
√
Si

)
, (2)

where

Si =

N∑
j=1,j �=i

( σ

rij

)m
, (3)

and σ is a length parameter e.g. lattice constant of the fcc

unit cell, ε is an energy scaling factor for the system. The

constants c, m and n, where m < n, are fitting parameters.

Force is gradient of potential, i.e.

F = −∇V (r). (4)

Hence the force on the i-th particle can be expressed as:

F i = ε
N∑

j=1, j �=i

[
n
( σ

rij

)n
−cm

2

(
1√
Si

+
1√
Sj

)( σ

rij

)m] r̄ij
r2ij

,

(5)

where r̄ij is the vector between particles i and j and is given

in terms of the positions of each particle i.e.

r̄ij = x̄j − x̄i. (6)

Discretization of the continuous domain into a finite set of

points achieves numerical approximations that are useful to

solve a variety of difficult differential equations. In MD

such equations are derived from the Schrödinger equation

under specific boundary conditions [12]-[14]. The continuous

closed-form solutions may be extremely difficult to solve

analytically so that numerical approximations may be the

only recourse. An necessary requirement in MD discretization

is energy conservation i.e. the Hamiltonian (H) must not

change over discrete steps [24]. However, discretization leads

to unavoidable approximation errors. Effort must then be spent

to keep the variations in H within acceptable bounds. A

commonly used approach to discretize MD systems is the

so-called velocity Störmer-Verlet method. It is a discretization

of Newtonian equations of motion [11], [25], [26]. In the

variant of the method that is used in this software, using the

discretized notation p̄ni := p̄i(tn) which describes the vector

p̄ sampled at the discrete n-th time interval, where p̄={x̄, v̄,

F̄}, it follows that the approximation of p̄n+1
i , i.e. on the next

or (n+1)-st time interval or (t+ δt) gives the new positions.

xn+1
i = xn + δtvn+1

i +
F

n

i

2mi
δt2. (7)

Similarly, the next velocities are

vn+1
i = vni +

(
F

n

i + F
n+1

i

2mi

)
δt. (8)

The discretization error in the method is O(δt2). The method

requires starting values of positions and velocities for each

particle. Therefore in the software the user-created ASCII text

file e.g. data.txt contains initial particle data in the 3D

format:
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mass x_pos y_pos z_pos v_x v_y v_z

It is necessary to scale all variables to reference values and

dimensionless equations. The user then interprets the output

in that context [11]. The canonical ensemble is a statistical

arrangements of particles and their states in a mechanical

system that is in thermal equilibrium with a heat bath at fixed

temperature [20]. For a system of N particles, volume V and

temperature T , the system is said to be a NVT canonical

ensemble. Specifying T facilitates the estimation of the system

energies using the energy equipartition theorem (EPT) of

thermodynamics. Conversely, a knowledge of the energies

allows an estimate of the system temperature [11], [27]. Thus,

the evolution of the macroscopic variables T , V and P that

portray system phases may be followed by considering particle

interactions. According to EPT, the kinetic energy Ek of a

particle with three degrees of freedom is

Ek =
3

2
NkBT, (9)

where kB is Boltzmann constant.

A. Software Architecture

The package combines a compiled executable and C-style

library file. The aforementioned MD functions are in the

VSV_02.h header whose functions are called from the main

program main.c. The particle structure is defined, initial

particle boundary conditions are loaded from a user-edited

ASCII disk data file containing unambiguous masses, 3D

coordinates and initial velocity components of each particle.

The 3D-space particle structure is

typedef struct{
double m;
double x[DIM];
double v[DIM];
double F[DIM];
double F_old[DIM];
} Particle; // 72 bytes

// ParticleList structure
typedef struct ParticleList{
Particle p;
struct ParticleList *next;
} ParticleList;

The central coding theme employed is function reusability and

a by-reference passable RAM-based particle array for speedier

computations. Reusable codes are readily adaptable to new

MD problems.

B. Software Functionalities

Fig. 1 shows the main functionalities of the software in

pictorial form.

C. Main Code Snippets

All included functions (func) are declared in the form

return_type func(arrangement *particle,

types other_variables)

where arrangement can be either particle, particle list or

cell array, the latter two being dedicated to the LCM method.

The other_variables can be summation indices, etc. The

3D inter-particle distance rij in (6) for all MD processes is

calculated using

Particle *p;
double r_ij;
for (d=0; d<3; d++)

r_ij += sqr(p[j].x[d]-p[i].x[d]);
r_ij = pow(r,0.5); // 3D distance

Stating the condition: rij>rcut, where rcut is a cut-off radius

within this snippet will improve calculation speed by ignoring

interactions beyond rcut.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Doye & Wales [22] have investigated global minima in

transition metal SC clusters described by various (m-n) pairs

i.e. (12-6), (9-6) and (10-8) for clusters up to N = 80 atoms.

Their published work provide sufficient data to illustrate the

calculation of energy minima using the present software. For

instance, specifying the data points in Table I for N = 3 for

copper with normalized energy and lattice parameters ε = 1,

σ = 1, m = 6, n = 9, m = 63 and c = 39.432

TABLE I
SAMPLE DATA FOR FCC COPPER OBTAINED FROM [22]

m x y z vx vy vz
63 -0.5264206369 0.1019469049 0.0252070114 0 0 0
63 -0.8377547075 -0.1828574677 -0.4214018482 0 0 0
63 -0.2345929501 -0.0832085752 -0.4827850722 0 0 0

Table II shows the output of global minima for copper for

N = 3. The output energy is scaled by ε. The results confirm

the calculations in [22].

TABLE II
PROGRAM OUTPUT FOR TABLE I INPUT DATA

N 12-6 9-6 10-8
3 -1704.6905 -480.8560 -633.7771

This article is written with the aim of showing how

initial experiments in MD simulations for fcc metals, for

instance, may be facilitated in a standalone setting. It has

been written from personal experiences that confirm how first

computer-based experiments can be difficult to initiate. By

coding a dissectable software and presenting alongside it the

mathematical basis for the algorithms the progression from

simple to more advanced MD systems is easier. FCC metal

properties were correctly calculated such as the bulk and

surface formation energetics down to single atoms, forces on

individual particles, diffusion coefficients, cluster formation

mechanisms, that successfully reproduced published data in

similar simulation programs.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This article emphasizes that the software program tool, like

any tool, has to be coded and then applied correctly for
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Fig. 1 Pictorial depiction of the functionalities of the program

any measure of effectiveness. The ease of interpreting the

outputs of the program can lead to postulations and predictions

about new configurations of the material. With increasing

interest in the use of software to investigate materials,

more researchers are increasingly having to code material

behavior. In this work, the authors make no assumptions about

the C-compilers, nor presume to recommend any particular

programming environment as being more suitable for a given

purpose. Rather, the emphasize is on underlying methods and

pathways to successful coding. Having a software that can

be updated easily, ported over many platforms and scalable

are advantageous for wider applicability. The programs codes

presented here have been tested successfully on Microsoft

C/C++ compiler (Windows 7) and gcc in Ubuntu Linux

with little modification for various fcc metal parameters. The

outputs compare favorably with published literature sources

and confirm the applicability of the software.
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